We have decided that we will no longer experiment with the cheaper stencil that we had been using on page two and three of the Bulletins during the past several weeks. It appears that they will not work successfully on our mimeograph machine so that in the future we will go back to this style stencil. We also purchased a lettering guide during the past week so that we could make neater headings on our Bulletins.

First of all we are in receipt of a letter from our good friend O. Lansing Mood in which he informs us that they have a letter from LR5 Buenos Aires, Argentina bearing the good news that they will be on for the Globe Circlers DX Club on Sunday morning, March 11 from 3:00 to 3:00 AM, E.S.T. We are certainly glad to know of this special Lansing and we feel sure that most of our members will report on the reception of this station to LR5 if they can be heard at all on that morning, which we certainly do hope will be the case. We hope that this broadcast for LR5 will be even more successful than the first one was, and we dare say that it was one of the most successful DXes that we know of. As a matter of fact you are all urged to report on this program or any other DXes that the GCRC may schedule for they are really showing us some honest-to-goodness club co-operation. To prove this statement allow us to quote one sentence from Lansing's letter, "The Board of Directors has recently passed a motion that hereafter all stations written to will be requested to dedicate half of the program to the GCRC and the other half to the NRC." Therefore we feel that it is your duty to report on their specials out of appreciation for this splendid club co-operation. Next week we shall give you the details on a great project which we are going to work out with the GCRC which may lead to a new era of inter-club-co-operation.

Stew Miller is in receipt of a fine letter from Mr. W. T. Cruickshank, owner of that fine station in Wingham, Ontario in which he advises us that owing to previous arrangements he was only able to give us a half hour on February 10 instead of a whole hour, however Mr. Cruickshank advises us that he intends to run another DX program on March 10 from 4:30 to 6:00 A.M., E.S.T. and he promises to dedicate a portion of it to our club. He also continues by saying that he receives so many letters reporting reception of his station that do not contain any remarks on the quality of reception, modulation, fading or static conditions or anything which would give him some idea as to how his station is being received in the various parts of our country and Canada. Will you please in the future, when you send a report to the stations give them a comprehensive report, one that will be of great benefit to the engineers and station authorities. Thanks for calling this matter to attention Stew for we know that this should bring about the results the Mr. Cruickshank hopes for.

We promised you several weeks ago that we would try to find out the time of those tips broadcasts from KFOX in Long Beach, Calif. We are very happy to inform you that these tips are broadcast every Sunday morning at 3:00 A.M., E.S.T. Our good friend Mr. Stuart Wahmsley is in charge of this broadcast and we know that you will enjoy hearing the latest in tips at this time each week. From the CDXR we learn that CFRB Toronto, Ontario are now broadcasting tips also; this tip period is at 11:00 PM, E.S.T. every Saturday evening. We do not know how, however, whether this period is an exclusive tip broadcast for the CDXR or not, but we would advise you to listen in for the latest tips at this time Saturday nights.
GOOD OL' KEITH FREAS SENDS US HIS REPORT EARLY THIS WEEK AND HE HAS A LOT OF INTERESTING INFORMATION FOR ALL OF YOU WHO ARE NOT FAMILIAR WITH THE RULES OF OUR S&E CONTEST.

SINGLETONS HELD:

Henry Allen - WEXAG (residence Penna.)
Art Collins - CMBD, CMHD, CMHI, XEX, JOGK, OKB. (residence N.Y.)
Bill Garrison - XEL. (residence N.Y.)
Charles Huber - CJOR, CMCG. (residence Penna.)
Ray Lewis - CMHJ, KPQD, KSUN, WAMG, VOWR, XFB, XFO, LVL, YV3BC, Cardiff, Heilsburg, Stuttgart, (residence Ohio)
Bob Kesterson - KZRM, VE8CP, VOA8, JOAK2, JOBK1, JOCK2, XGFX, JOJL, LR4, LSG, TIRCA, 3SO, 5KA, 3KZ, 2UV, CMN, 4YA, 1IZ, Arizona, (residence N.H.)
Earl Roberts - CMCH, CMGR, CMJJF. (residence Ind.)
Jack Thompson - CPQC, XFBT, 1YA. (residence Penna.)

ELIMINATORS:

Floyd Bliss - Lewis' WDAH. Rawstron's 2GB, 2SM, 2CH. (residence Minn.)
Art Collins - Allen's Frankfurt, Craven's LR5. Boykin's CMGB. Lewis' WROK, XTHH. (residence N.Y.)
Paul Craven - Collins' 2KY. (residence N.Y.)
Charles Huber - Allen's CKCV. Collins' WNEW. Lewis' HHK, XED. (res. Pa.)
Ray Lewis - Gerrard's KFBL. Huber's CMBC. Busteed's CKOD. (res. Ohio)
Fat Reiley - Collins' CMJP, CMCH. (residence N.Y.)
Howard Schlobohm - Collins' XENT. (residence N.Y.)

POSSIBLE SINGLETONS:

CFIP CMAB CMGC CMJL KWEV TTVV XEAB XEFJ XEYZ
CHAB CMBJ CMGC CMJN TGL TIVL XEAC XEFS XEB
CHOK CMBK CMHO CMJO TIOR TIXA XEAF XEFW XEC
CHPR CMBL CMHK CMJK TEE VOAC XEAT XEPF XFP
CJAT CMBN CMHL QCX TIEP XEJB XEI A XBU
CJOS CMBW CMHW HIII TIEB VOKW XEC XEOK YV2BC
CJXL CMCP CMJC HII TIFD WHEF XEFA XEP XEB
CJLS CMDD CMJE HIZ TIGA WLEC XEFC XETU
CKBI CMGA CMJG KGCX TGBP WYEX XEPE XETZ
CJMG CMGR CMJI KIFP TISO XEA XEFG XEY

The following stations, which do not appear in Radex, are eliminated. All others - if not held as singletons - are possible singletons.

3AR, 4BC, 2BL, 2CH, 2CG, 6EL, 2GB, 2BK, 5LO, 4QG, 4FX, 2SM, 2UE, 2YA, 5YA, JOAK1, JOK1, P.P., SHH, VE9CB, WZBFP, W6XAR, W6XO, W6XAO, Fecamp, Frankfurt.

RULES GOVERNING THE CONTEST:

1. The first-member's veri to be recorded will receive credit.
2. Deleted stations - whether POSSIBLE SINGLETONS or whether held as SINGLETONS will be dropped from the lists.
3. New stations, or new call letters will be added to the POSSIBLE SINGLETON LIST.
4. Call letters alone are used. By this we mean that a change of location or power does not count.
5. If a deleted station which has been dropped from the lists is reinstated, it will be returned to the lists. In case it had been a member's singleton, it will again be so.
6. Outlaw stations are not recognized by the Federal Radio Commission, and in doing our part to discourage their operation, we will not recognize them. We recommend that members do not try to verify outlaw stations. It is only fair to stations who have spent huge sums of money and have the proper licenses, and abide by the rulings of the commission. Of course this recommendation is optional, but any fair-minded DXer will see the logic in it.
7. If veris to be entered in the contest do not contain your name, you
must send the envelope with them so we can count them.

At this time we wish to offer our sincere apology to Floyd Biss.
He sent us four eliminators, and although they were included in the
last list, we forgot to mention it in the ELIMINATOR column. This was
causd by Mr. Biss' name being the only one on the side of our note-
book in the eliminators, and it was skipped in the last Bulletin.

You will note that Charles Huber has a brand new Cuban station for
a singleton. This is in fact so new that it does not yet appear in the
logs. Charles says he didn't know it wasn't in Radex until after he had
received the veri, and he was about to look up their power! That shows
that he had very clear reception. Good boy, C0H!

Art Collins also has a new singleton - in the form of a brand new
SON! Congrat's Art, old timer. It is needless to say that this particu-
lar singleton of Art's is not up for elimination. (Joke) K1.1.F.

We are in receipt of a card from Joe Stokes, who is doing such a
noble job out of the DX announcing over KDKA every Monday morning and
he requests that we ask all of his old time pals and correspondents to
write him, he requests that quite a few of his old time pals are members
of the NRC. He says that he would also be glad to hear from any others
who are members of our club and that all letters will either be acknow-
ledged over the air or by mail. Address him c/o KDKA DX Club, Hotel Wm.
Penn, Pittsburgh, Penna.

From the CDXER we learn that that popular little 10 watter in Mont-
magny, Quebec using the call letters V89KK will run two DXes in the near
future, one on the morning of February 25 and one on the morning of Mar-
ch 25. Both mornings the program will be from 4:00 to 5:00 A.M., E.S.T.
They will operate on 1105 kys. Watch for them for they get out very wel

Howard Schlobohm our hard-working Brooklyn CPCman sends us the news
that WDEL Wilmington, Delaware will run another DX program on Sunday
morning, March 10 from 3:00 to 5:00 A.M., E.S.T. Howard is going to try
to have a portion of this broadcast dedicated to the members of our club

Stuart Garnett comes forth with a very excellent suggestion; as you
all probably know by this time YV35C, Caracas, Ven. is going to put on
a DX program on Sunday morning, March 11 from 3:00 to 4:00 A.M., E.S.T.
for the IRA and the GCRC. Stuart suggests that each and every one of us
write to WDEC Chicago, Ill. who operates on 1210 kys until 6:00 A.M.,
E.S.T. each morning, and request them to stand by for the hour from 3:00
to 4:00 A.M., E.S.T. on March 11 as they will probably interfere badly
with YV35C if they remain on the air, for YV35C will use 1200 kys dur-
ing this program. We feel that if all of our members will write WDEC and
the members of the other radio clubs will do likewise that we may be able
to get them to stand by for this broadcast. Stuart has volunteered to
work on our CPC. We certainly wish you lots of luck. One other thing,
Stuart would like some help on identifying a station which he heard on
February 4, 1934 from 7:00 to 7:30 A.M, E.S.T., operating between 640 &
650 kys. He says this station spoke very rapid Spanish with hardly a
pause for one half hour straight.

We want to thank those stations who so kindly dedicated portions
of their programs to us over the week-end. DX was so poor here in York
that we were only able to hear those programs which were dedicated to
us from WBSO and WMLZ. However we most certainly did enjoy these pro-
grams and regret that we were unable to hear the others.
ALL TIME E.S.T.  CALL FREQUENCY LOCATION  FROM TO CLUB  CALL FREQUENCY LOCATION  FROM TO CLUB

FRIDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 23

KOIL 1260 C.Bluffs, Ia.  12-1  CMCB 1060 Havana, Cuba  1-2
WRAM 1370 Wilmington, N.C.  1-1:30  * Alex Kinghorn, Apartado 2466, Havana
WBBX 1200 New Orleans, La.  1-2  KPOF 980 Denver, Col.  4-5
KDB 1500 Santa Barbara, Cal.  3-4

SATURDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 24

WMBI 1090 Chicago, Ill.  1-2  CMCW 965 Havana, Cuba  2-3
CMUJ 1125 Chief Fujos, Cuba  1-2  KNO 1370 San Antonio, T.  3-30-4
WGLC 1370 Hudson Falls, N. Y.  2-3  KFLK 1370 San Angelo, T.  4-4:30
KFGJ 1370 Oklahoma City  2-3  KGKS 1370 Marshall, Tex.  4-50-5:30 NRD
KMAC 1370 San Antonio, T.  3-5:30  KLUF 1370 Galveston, Tex.  4-30-5
WTAW 1120 C. Station, Tex.  2-4  KPJZ 1370 Ft. Worth, Tex.  5-6
XER 735 Villa Acuna, M.  2-3:00  CDRX CFRC 1230 Saskatoon, Sask.  4-5
WSPD 1340 Toledo, Ohio  5-4  CDRX

SUNDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 25

CKCD 1010 Vancouver, B.C.  1:30-2:30  CFCT 1450 Victoria, B.C.  3-5
*PRJAI 655 Praha, Czech.  12-1  IDA 1210 Kelowna, B.C.  3-5
666 Belgrad, Yugo.  12:30-1  IDA 6560 Charlottetown, 3-30-4 UDNC
GJO 840 Lethbridge  2-2:30  UDNC KGIR 1360 Butte, Mont.  3-9
CENB 1030 Fredericton, N.B.  2-3:30  UDNC CJJR 600 Vancouver, B.C.  4-3:00 UDNC
CKGB 1240 Timmins, Ont.  3-3:30  UDNC WIBG 970 Glenside, Penna.  4-5
KFSG 1120 Los Angeles, C.  2-4  VESER 1195 Montmagny, Que.  4-5  CDRX
CMCN 1375 Havana, Cuba  2-4  CXX 1450 Brandon, Man.  4-30-45 UDNC
KFXM 1210 San B'dino, Cal.  3-4  CDRX CHNS 1050 Halifax, N.S.  4-5-5:15 UDNC
KIT 1310 Yakima, Wash.  3-4  10BU 1195 Canora, Sask.  5-15-5:30 UDNC
KPJM 1500 Prescott, Ariz.  3-4  VOYR 700 St. John's, N.  5-30-6 UDNC
KVCL 1370 Seattle, Wash.  3-5  XEPV 1460 Juarez, Mex.  4-6
XES 1280 Tampico, M.  2 on  FPN 572 St. Pierre  6-6:30 UDNC
KXO 1500 El Centro, Cal.  3-4  CCKC 1010 Regina, Sask.  6:30-7 UDNC
WHAZ 1300 Troy, N.Y.  3-5  CJS 1200 Trail, B.C.  3-5

HOLIDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 26

KSOO 1110 Sioux Falls  12:30-1  WCNW 1500 Brooklyn, N.Y.  12-3
KDCA 980 Pittsburgh  12:30-1  WPPS KVL 1370 Seattle, Wash.  4-6  CDRX

TUESDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 27

XEH 1132 Monterrey, M.  12-1  HIZ 1300 Santo Domingo  2-3
CMCW 965 Havana, Cuba  1-2  WAWZ 1350 Zarapeh, N.J.  5-6

WEDNESDAY MORNING, FEBRUARY 28

WBOW 1310 Terre Haute, Ind.  2-5  WOOD 1270 Grand Rapids, M.  6-7
WNRA 1420 Muscle Shoals, Ala.  2-4  CMGY 1325 Miami, Fla.  3-4
WCNW 1500 Brooklyn, N.Y.  12-3  CMK 730 Havana, Cuba  2-4

THURSDAY MORNING, MARCH 1

FRIDAY MORNING, MARCH 2

KOIL 1260 C. Bluffs, Ia.  12-1  WBBX 1200 New Orleans, La.  1-2
WRAM 1370 Wilmington, N.C.  1-1:30  CHK 780 Chilliwack, B.C.  2-30-4

SATURDAY MORNING, MARCH 3

WMBI 1080 Chicago, Ill.  1-2  CKJA 560 Edmonton, Alta.  4-5

SUNDAY MORNING, MARCH 4

KOAC 550 Corvallis, Oreg.  3-4  CMCN 1375 Havana, Cuba  2-4

Good ol' C.G. Huber sends us the tip that he and several of the other Greenville DXers have been hearing a station using the call KXMS of 860 and 855 kyes. They say the location is in Tiajuana. He also sends us a few E.R.C. notes again this week; WSNZ Granted increase in power from 500 watts to 1 kW.

Jack's address: 535 Hess St., Bethlehem, Pa. From Ernie Black, our vice-president, we learn that Jack Thompson one of our faithful Bethlehem members is ill in the hospital. We hope that you'll soon be as well as ever Jack, let's all drop Jack a card.